[Explanation of octave and diplacusis effects].
The study is based on the model of sound perception that involves two systems of measuring the frequency of the sound being perceived. The system of analyzing the periodicity of spike sequence in axons of neurons innervating the internal auditory hair cells excited by the running wave is less precise, but it provides the estimation of the frequency of any periodical sounds. Exact measurement of the frequency of the sinusoidal sound occurs from the spikes in axons of neurones innervating the internal hair cells of the auditory reception field, which uses the entire train of waves excited by this sound in the critical layer of the waveguide of the internal ear cochlea, which corresponds to the frequency of the sound. The octave effect is explained in terms of the fact that the spectrum of frequencies of speech sounds, singing and music coincides with the region of the audibility range in which the impulses of the auditory nerve fibers are synchronized by incoming signals. The octave similarity, i.e., the similarity in the sounding of harmonic signals, whose frequencies relate as even numbers (2:1, etc.), is explained by an unambiguous match between the sound frequency and pulse rate in auditory fibers coming from the auditory reception field. The presence in the brain posterior tubercles of multipeak neurons whose peaks are in octave ratio, confirm the crucial role of the system of exact measurement of frequency in the phenomenon of octave similarity. The phenomenon of diplacusis, which is particularly pronounced in persons with Menier disease, is caused by changes in the position of the auditory reception field in the diseased ear as compared with the healthy ear. The alternating switching of reception from one ear to the other is related to a disturbance of the unitary image of pitch.